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ABSTRACT
Future high-performance systems, comprised of a large het-
erogeneous host processor and several die-stacked memories
with Processing-in-Memory (PIM) cores, are expected to de-
liver high performance under stringent power constraints.
Because of the near-data placement, PIM cores are expected
to target applications which work on large volumes of data
and require high-bandwidth. This implies that the PIMs do
not have to be as compute intensive as the host processors
and can run at lower frequencies (and voltages) than the
host. As a result, it may be beneficial for the host and PIM
devices to be implemented in distinct process technologies
with the host targeting high-performance and PIMs targeting
low-power, low-leakage operation. In such systems, optimal
hardware choice (host vs. PIM) and operating frequency will
depend on the distinct performance and power characteris-
tics of the host and PIM processors as well as the applica-
tion compute and bandwidth characteristics. In this work
we explore dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS)
space of GPU host and PIM devices in order to maximize
performance under tight power budgets. We developed a
high-level power model which captures the key differences
between host and PIM power characteristics resulting from
differences in process technology, such as leakage power and
DVFS characteristics. We then evaluate optimal hardware
choice scenarios (host vs. PIM) for a set of GPGPU appli-
cations targeting different goals such as maximum perfor-
mance, minimum power, and minimum energy-delay2 under
different constraints, and operating frequency/voltage points.
With this analysis we can derive an upper bound on the pos-
sible performance and power gains in future PIM systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, architects relied on transistor scaling in or-

der to improve the energy efficiency and performance. With
Denard scaling coming to an end [1], more sophisticated
methods for improving energy efficiency are being adopted.
Such methods include increasingly sophisticated forms of
dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) [2, 3] and
the proliferation of accelerators and their tighter integration
with processors as enabled by frameworks such as the Het-
erogeneous System Architecture (HSA) [4, 5]. Accelerators
such as GPGPUs are already very common in many high-
performance systems [6]. In another recent trend, processors
that integrate CPUs and GPUs on the same die (accelerated
processing units, or APUs) are being adopted to further im-

prove performance and power efficiency [7].
As the above techniques enhance computing efficiency,

the memory system increasingly becomes a source of perfor-
mance bottlenecks and energy consumption. To address this,
recent research from academia as well as industry advocates
migrating some computations closer to memory, particularly
by placing computing units on a logic layer under memory
dies using 3D die stacking. This approach has been referred
to as Near Data Computing (NDC) or Processing in Mem-
ory (PIM). The idea is to offload memory-intensive compu-
tations to the near-memory processors, thereby enabling the
application to utilize higher memory bandwidth without in-
creasing the complexity and power consumption of the al-
ready power hungry memory interfaces. Recent memory
technologies such as High Bandwidth Memory (HBM)[8]
and Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC)[9, 10, 11] can provide
high bandwidth (up to 480 GB/s) and reduced memory ac-
cess energy consumption as compared to traditional DRAM
technologies such as DDR4, and are capable of supporting
the integration of computing units 3D-stacked under a stack
of memory dies. While many architectural choices are avail-
able for the PIM computing units, including GPUs, simple
CPU cores, and reconfigurable fabrics, GPUs have a num-
ber of desirable characteristics including the ability to effec-
tively utilize high memory bandwidth, uniform thermal dis-
tributions [12] (thermal hotspots can increase transient fail-
ures in the DRAM stacked with PIM), and the availability
of established programming models (e.g., CUDA, OpenCL)
and existing application code bases.

A promising design point for future high-performance sys-
tems is to incorporate a collection of PIM devices along with
a traditional “host” processor [13, 14, 15, 16]. The power
and thermal constraints for the PIM logic within 3D-stacked
memory devices necessitate the use of low-power process
technology and low-leakage transistors for their implemen-
tation, while the host processor will typically be designed for
high performance and, therefore, be implemented in a high-
performance process technology. This presents a challenge
in terms of determining when and what types of computa-
tions should be off-loaded to PIM and what should be exe-
cuted on the host. In addition, it will be necessary to explore
DVFS for both the host and PIM. In this paper, we evalu-
ate these design choices. Our goal is to observe the effects
of DVFS on power and performance of the overall system
while taking into account the architectural and process tech-
nology differences of host and PIM devices. We developed



a power and performance evaluation framework backed by
power and performance models which capture the key dif-
ferences between the host and PIM compute units (CUs). To
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to explore the
impact of DVFS on power and performance of GPU-based
PIM systems.

The key contributions of this paper are:

• An analytical power model which captures the differ-
ences in leakage and dynamic power of host and PIM
devices

• An evaluation framework that can be used to find opti-
mal hardware placements (host vs. PIM) for OpenCL
kernels order to achieve maximum performance, mini-
mum power or minimum Energy-Delay2(ED2) goals.

• Evaluation of maximum achievable performance under
different power constraints.

We analyzed a set of OpenCL and high performance com-
puting (HPC) benchmarks with OpenCL kernels including 3
HPC proxy applications [17, 18, 19, 20]. Our data shows
[need to fill this in after writing conclusion]. The rest of
the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we explain
system organization. Section 3 presents the motivation and
goal. In section 4 we demonstrate our performance and power
models. Section 5 and Section 6 describe the details of our
methodology and experimental setup. In Section 7 we present
our results and discuss the findings. Section 8 covers the re-
lated work.

2. SYSTEM ORGANIZATION

2.1 Node architecture
We consider a node architecture that, for example, may be

appropriate for future energy-constrained high-performance
computing (HPC) systems such as those being explored for
exascale computing [14]. While architecture details of such
a system will differ from system to system, there exists an
informal consensus among the research and industry com-
munity that such nodes will be built as heterogeneous com-
pute platforms consisting of high-end CPUs alongside hard-
ware accelerators such as GPUs, FPGAs, and PIMs. Figure
1 shows a vision of one such future HPC node architecture.
At the heart of the node sits a high-end accelerated process-
ing unit (APU) containing a fused CPU and GPU on a sin-
gle chip. Such heterogeneous processors can deliver high
throughput for highly parallel applications (running on the
GPU), as well as high single-threaded performance for the
serial sections of applications (running on the CPU). The
nodes will also be equipped with 3D-stacked DRAM which
can deliver high bandwidth necessary for the on-chip GPU
compute units. The APUs memory bandwidth, however, will
be lower than that available to PIM within the 3D memory
stacks due to restricted use of power-hungry memory links
which are needed to deliver the bandwidth across to the APU
side. Thus it is beneficial to offload the bandwidth intensive
kernels to DRAM stacks with PIM capabilities and run only
the compute intensive code (with lower bandwidth require-
ments) on the host APU’s GPU. This allows the hosts’ peak

memory bandwidth requirements to be reduced, enabling the
use of more energy efficient memory interfaces.
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Figure 1: Baseline hardware. A heterogeneous node ar-
chitecture consisting of a large host APU and multiple 3D-
DRAM stacks with PIM capabilities.

2.2 PIM architecture
Zhang et.al [13] proposed a PIM architecture based on

GPU-accelerators (GPGPUs). The highly multi-threaded GPGPU
architecture is suitable for running highly-parallel applica-
tion kernels and in turn provides high computational and
memory throughput. At the same time, the GPU compute
units are simple in-order cores which makes the architec-
ture energy efficient and provides opportunity for embedding
them in the logic layer of 3D-stacked DRAM devices with-
out exceeding the thermal constraints of the DRAM stacks.
Furthermore, mature programming models (e.g., OpenCL,
CUDA) ease the programmability of such devices. All of
this makes GPGPU compute units a highly desirable choice
for PIM devices. In a heterogeneous environment, such as
depicted in 1, PIM compute units will be aimed at improv-
ing the energy efficiency and performance of highly-parallel
memory intensive code. GPU compute units residing at the
host APU will be aimed at improving the performance of
compute intensive code.
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Figure 2: DeviceMemory.readGlobalMemoryCoalesced
scaling curve. Performance scales with bandwidth and stag-
nates with increase in compute power. Such a kernel would
be classified as memory bound.

3. DVFS SPACE EXPLORATION
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3.1 Motivation and Goal
Application kernels which run on the PIM will benefit

from the high in-memory bandwidth which significantly im-
proves the performance over host for bandwidth constrained
kernels. Figure 2. shows an example of such a kernel. As
we increase compute capabilities (active compute units), the
performance stagnates. At the same time performance im-
proves as we increase available memory bandwidth. This
implies that the total number of PIM compute units as well
as frequency can be lower than that of the host. The lower
frequency requirements suggest that PIMs should be imple-
mented using a low-power process technology, whereas host
should be implemented using a high performance process
technology. This would make PIMs significantly more en-
ergy efficient than host, specifically for bandwidth intensive
applications. In addition, low power dissipation of PIMs is
desired because of 3D memory stack power and thermal con-
straints.
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Figure 3: A cartoon example of performance/power trade-
offs between high performance and low power devices.

The differences in process technology imply that the power
and performance characteristics will significantly differ for
host and PIM. Depending on the system power cap and ap-
plication performance requirements, as well as the kernel
scaling characteristics (see Figure 2), there will exist a pre-
ferred decision “where to run” the kernel. Figure 3. shows a
cartoon example of PIM and host frequency vs. power char-
acteristics. Even though some kernels might prefer running
on host when trying to maximize performance, PIMs might
be a better option if we want to maximize for energy/power
efficiency or be able to deliver performance under a tight
power cap.

Our goal is to effectively predict (offline) what would be
the optimal hardware choice to run the GPU kernels (host
vs. PIM) such that the application experiences maximum
performance/minimum power (or any other target metric).
We want to perform such analyses for a system with enabled
DVFS for both host and PIM. This way we can determine
whether the host running at a lower DVFS state can outper-
form PIMs and consume similar amount of power. In order
to achieve this we developed a detailed power model which
captures the differences in dynamic and leakage power con-
sumption of host and PIM devices. We use it in conjunction
with an existing GPU performance scaling model which we
adapted to estimate performance of large host and PIM de-
vices. We implemented an evaluation framework and and

experimented with a set of HPC application containing OpenCL
kernels.

4. PERFORMANCE AND POWER MODELS

4.1 Performance Model
Our hardware architecture assumes both host and PIM to

be GPU compute engines. In order to asses their perfor-
mance, for some future target hardware configuration, we
rely on an analytical GPU performance modeling framework
[21]. Such models are more effective for large design space
explorations than cycle-accurate simulators, and capture enough
detail to reasonably estimate future hardware performance.
The model described in [21] has between 10% and 30%
error which is comparable to state-of-the-art system simu-
lators [22, 23]. The model itself is based on GPU kernel
performance scaling characteristics. The idea is to run a
series of GPU kernels on native hardware and collect per-
formance statistics for each kernel invocation for different
hardware configurations. That way we can obtain knowl-
edge about how does each kernel performance scale with
hardware resources such as frequency, memory bandwidth
and compute units. An example of kernel scaling character-
istic is shown in Figure 2. We collected such hardware per-
formance counter statistics for over 200 kernels at 720 dif-
ferent hardware configurations where we changed frequency
(f), memory bandwidth (bw) and number of active compute
units (CUs) while running the GPU kernels on an AMD Fire-
Pro W9100. The scaling statistics are further clustered into
groups with similar scaling characteristics. A machine learn-
ing model is then trained which is later used to classify previ-
ously unseen kernels into one of the scaling groups. We use
the kernel scaling characteristic to extrapolate kernel perfor-
mance from a native hardware configuration to a desired tar-
get hardware configuration (host/PIM).

4.2 Power Model
We developed an analytical power model which estimates

the total power consumed by host/PIM computation devices.
The total power for host/PIM devices is calculated as the
sum of chip dynamic power and leakage power:

Ptotal = Pdynamic +Pleakage (1)

Note that both dynamic and leakage power are going to be
different for host and PIM devices. Therefore we modeled
dynamic and leakage power in such a way that they capture
host and PIM architectural differences (number of CUs, fre-
quency) and differences in process technology (host - high
performance process, PIM - low power process). The dif-
ference in process technology affects the voltage/frequency
(V/f) characteristics of the devices which in turn affect dy-
namic and leakage power. We first discuss host and PIM dvfs
characteristic and then describe how we model leakage and
dynamic power. All devices used in our models are assumed
to have a feature size of 14nm.

4.2.1 DVFS Characteristics
The V/f characteristics of PIM and host will depend on

the process technology and variation of the chips. Modern
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computer chips are designed using multiple types of tran-
sistors, i.e. a mixture of low, standard, and high-threshold
transistors, to target different design tradeoffs, e.g. high-
performance vs. low power. Low threshold voltage (LVT)
devices are used in timing-critical paths, however have high
leakage power. On the other hand, high threshold voltage
(HVT) devices have low leakage power but are slower, and
are typically used in circuits that are off the timing-critical
paths. Standard threshold voltage (SVT) devices offer a trade-
off between HVT and LVT devices by having medium power
requirements and medium delay. In general, low power chips
are designed using a larger percentage of HVT devices in
the transistor mix and high-performance chips with a larger
percentage of SVT and LVT devices. The host processor is
assumed to execute compute-intensive code and will there-
fore be a high-performance device since it will have to run
at higher frequencies to deliver good performance. PIMs are
assumed to execute memory-intensive code and will be an
equivalent of a low-power device. PIMs running on lower
frequencies will consume less dynamic power and will have
significantly lower leakage power than the host. At the same
time, lower frequency will not significantly impact perfor-
mance because most of the performance gains for PIMs are
attributed to memory bandwidth.
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Figure 4: Voltage/frequency curves for three different types
of devices. Axes are normalized to voltage /frequency max-
imum values.

Figure 4 shows V/f characteristics of three different types
of devices for a 14nm process. The ratio of HVT/SVT/LVT
devices used in the chip design will affect the V/f charac-
teristics and leakage power of host and PIM chips. Instead
of modelling a V/f characteristic of a design with a specific
VT distribution, we chose the V/f characteristic of host and
PIM equivalent to that of SVT devices and limit the oper-
ating frequency ranges for host and PIM. We choose this
method because the VT ratios will change based on the pro-
cess maturity and process variation and thus it would be
impractical to model specific V/f curves for host/PIM. We
assume that the amount of SVT devices in host and PIM
chips will be such that enough of them will be on timing-
critical paths and thus they (host/PIM) will be able to work
within their operating frequency ranges. We choose the op-
erating frequency range for host to be 600MHz-1000Mhz
and that of PIM 400MHz-600MHz. Outside of these ranges
the V/f characteristic will start shifting towards that of HVT
devices because because HVT devices will begin to be part

of the timing-critical path. Since we can’t certainly deter-
mine where the cutoff frequency is, we study the impact on
leakage power if that frequency requires a different mix than
the nominal one we picked. We allow such uncertainty for
our dynamic power model and instead perform a parameter
sweep of different VT distributions and observe their effect
on the leakage power.

4.2.2 Leakage Power
The leakage power depends on operating voltage, temper-

ature and the ratios of devices used in a chip design. We pick
the ratios for host to be representative of a typical high per-
formance GPU with a 50/50 HVT/SVT distribution. We per-
formed a parameter sweep of three different device ratios for
PIM and observed their impact on leakage power. HVT/SVT
ratios included in the model are 60/40, 75/25, and 95/5 re-
spectively. Instead of relying on a specific VT distribution
for PIM we study the impact of leakage power if a certain
V/f characteristic requires a different mix that the nominal
one we picked.
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Figure 5: Relative leakage values for different VT distribu-
tions.

We model the leakage power by estimating the leakage
power value of host at the highest voltage-frequency (V-f)
point and then scaling it to other V-f points using relative
leakage values between host and PIM. We estimate this leak-
age power value by calculating the maximum dynamic power
(by using equation 2) consumed by host at 1GHz and as-
sume that roughly 30% of TDP (maximum dynamic power +
leakage power) would be leakage power. We use this method
with references to recent publications [13], which argue that
30% of TDP for GPGPUs is a good estimate for leakage
power at nominal frequency/voltage. The relative leakage
values between different ratios are calculated by first obtain-
ing the leakage power for the HVT and SVT gates from a
circuit design tool and then multiplying by the given ratios
and summing them to get the leakage for a specific VT ra-
tio. We then normalize the leakage power values for each
distribution to get relative leakage values between different
VT ratios. Figure 5 shows the relative leakage values for
four different VT distributions studied. We use them to de-
rive the total leakage power values by scaling the estimated
leakage power at highest DVFS point to some target DVFS
point. Derived leakage power numbers are shown in Figure
6. At same frequencies (600MHz) PIM devices will have up
to 3x lower leakage than host. It is important to target such
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low leakage designs for PIM for several reasons. First, the
power dissipation needs to be minimal not to exceed power
and thermal limitations of the 3D memory stack. Second, a
higher power dissipation would increase the stack tempera-
ture and potentially also DRAM refresh rate. Third, most of
the applications executed on PIM will have lower dynamic
power because of lower chip switching activity and therefore
leakage power will take up a significant portion in PIM total
power. Thus lowering the leakage power we can minimize
PIM total power consumption.
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Figure 6: Leakage power values for host and PIM with dif-
ferent VT distributions. A low-power PIM with minimal
leakage power (such as PIM-95/5) would be desirable in or-
der to minimize total PIM power consumption.

4.2.3 Dynamic Power
The dynamic power of the host and PIM devices, while

running some GPU kernel, is a function of the target hard-
ware configuration (frequency, voltage, number of CUs) as
well as the kernels switching activity. We calculate the dy-
namic power of host/PIM devices by scaling the dynamic
power of a base hardware configuration such as an AMD
FirePro W9100 (details listed in Table 1 to a desired target
hardware configuration (host/PIM - details listed in Table 2)
using the following equation:

Pdynamic = MAXDP∗
CUtarget

CUbase
∗

ftarget

fbase
∗

V 2
target

V 2
base

∗cac∗Cscaled

(2)
The idea is to scale a known maximum dynamic power (MAXDP)
consumed by a high-end GPU (such as the FirePro W9100)
at a given frequency, voltage, and number of compute units,
and scale it to a target hardware configuration (f, V, CUs).
The assumption is that the PIM and host CUs will be archi-
tecturally similar to present high-end GPUs, and therefore
the maximum dynamic power consumed per each CU will
be roughly the same for the same feature size, frequency
and voltage. The target maximum dynamic power will be
scaled to the desired target number of CUs, frequency, and
voltage. Note, that the frequency and voltage will depend
on the actual DVFS pairs we choose for host and PIM de-
vices and depend on the target feature size and process (high-
performance/low-power). This way we can estimate what
would is the maximum dynamic power consumed by the tar-
get hardware, i.e. at 100% switching activity. The actual dy-
namic power consumed by a GPU kernel will depend on the

Table 1: AMD FirePro W9100 parameters

CUs frequency mem. bandwidth voltage
44 1 GHz 320 GB/s 1.2V

chip switching activity (shown as cac in equation 2) during
kernel execution. The total dynamic power will therefore
be a fraction of the target maximum dynamic power. The
feature size of host/PIM devices is assumed to be different
than the base GPU hardware and therefore the target capac-
itance (as compared to the base GPU capacitance) will also
be lower and ultimately will lower the target dynamic power.
We factor this in as the last element of the equation Cscaled.

5. METHODOLOGY
We trained our performance models on over 200 OpenCL

kernels including benchmarks from suites like Rodinia, SHOC,
AMD APP SDK, Phoronix, and others [18, 19, 20, 17]. The
models were trained as described in section 4.1. and [21].
Statistics are collected using hardware performance counters
while running the kernels on an AMD FirePro W9100. Af-
ter training the performance model, we run the applications
under test on the AMDFirePro W9100 card (base hardware)
at configuration listed in Table 1 and collect performance
counters for a single run. We pass the counter values to an in-
house simulator for rapid exascale design space exploration
which outputs performance and relative cac values for each
kernel run.

Next we pass the relative cac values to the power mod-
els described in the previous section to obtain dynamic and
leakage power values. Tests showed [GPUScaling] that we
can expect errors up to 25% when using the machine learn-
ing model which is within the error range rate other popular
simulators[23, 24]. We use the performance and power val-
ues in conjunction with target hardware parameters (such as
in Table 2) to perform a series of experiments where we
explore maximum performance, minimum power, and ED2

under different power budgets.
All of our power models assume 14nm technology. We

evaluated host/PIM performance and power metrics for power
budgets larger than anticipated for feature sizes smaller than
14nm. However, we can then draw parallel conclusions for
smaller power budgets and feature sizes, assuming the leak-
age power would be optimized for smaller transistors (by
suppressing tunneling effects, etc.). The power models as-
sume a fixed working temperature, viz 75◦C. The assump-
tion is that the hardware will be actively cooled and remain
at a relatively constant operating temperature throughout the
program execution.

5.1 Target Hardware Baseline
We assume the target node as depicted in Figure 1 with a

complex high-performance host APU and eight 3D-DRAM
stacks with low-power GPU PIM cores. Details of the target
system are listed in Table 2. We set PIM available mem-
ory bandwidth to be 2x higher than host. We assume that
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Table 2: Target system parameters

host PIM
# of CUs 256 192 (8x24)

Mem. Bandwidth 1 TB/s 2 TB/s
Frequency (MHz) 600-1000 400-600

Tech. Node 14nm 14nm
Process high-performance low-power

only 50% of the possible in-stack bandwidth will be avail-
able to the host due to high power consumption of active
links needed to support off-chip memory bandwidth equiv-
alent to the in-stack memory bandwidth.A total of 8 3D-
DRAM stacks with embedded PIM cores have a cumulative
memory bandwidth of 2TB/s for the PIMs and 1TB/s for the
host. Each of the eight PIM stacks is assumed to have 24
embedded low-power GPU CUs, for a total of 192 PIMs.
We feel that is a realistic assumptions since the total leakage
power dissipation for 24 low-power PIMs is estimated to be
less than 2 W (Figure 6) which is within the power and ther-
mal limitations of the 3D memory stack [12, 13]. The host
APU is assumed to have 256 GPU Compute Units (CUs) and
has more compute power than the eight PIM stacks. Such a
high number of CUs is an optimistic assumption, however
achievable in the future with technology scaling.

Table 3: GPGPU benchmarks selected for the analysis

Scaling characteristic Benchmark (suite) # of kernels
lavaMD 1
NBody 1

Compute bound (C) MonteCarloAsian 2
MaxFlops 20

CoMD 5
kmeans 2

Memory bound (M) MatrixTranspose 1
miniFE 3

DeviceMemory 10
Ballanced (B) b+tree 2

MatrixMultiplication 1
C+B backprop 2
C+M GEMM 2
C+M BoxFilter 6
C+B XSBench 3

6. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

6.1 Benchmark Selection
From a wide range of publicly available GPU benchmark

suites we selected 15 applications, including 3 proxy appli-
cations from the Mantevo project which mimic the perfor-
mance of HPC algorithms and are widely used in exascale
systems research. We selected benchmarks based on the
following criteria. First, we picked only those applications
whose performance scales with hardware resources on an

AMDFirePro W9100. The assumption is that such applica-
tions will scale to future target configurations with hundreds
of CUs as well and we can predict their performance using
models described in section 5. Unfortunately, many of the
publicly available benchmarks don’t scale well past a certain
hardware configuration point, mostly due to poorly written
algorithms which don’t take advantage of the state-of-the-art
hardware. Second, the benchmarks selected rely on algo-
rithms for which we can split data and tasks in a way that
PIMs access mostly their local 3D-stacks since excessive
off-stack memory accesses would harm PIM performance.
We avoided such scenarios by assuming a perfect data/task
split across the stacks since the performance model at the
moment does not capture the effects of off-stack memory
accesses. We argue that algorithms such as matrix multipli-
cation, n-body simulations, and graph traversal algorithms
can be split in such a way that the PIMs work mostly on
local data. Lastly, the kernels executed by the applications
should be regular kernels, i.e. each kernel iteration works
on similar data sizes and thus the execution time remains
similar for each kernel iteration. Table 3 lists the applica-
tions selected for our studies. The applications are placed in
4 groups based on their performance scaling characteristics
[25]. Compute bound (C) benchmarks contain mostly ker-
nels which scale with compute resources (frequency, CUs);
memory bound (M) benchmarks contain mostly kernels which
scale with memory bandwidth. Balanced (B) benchmarks
exhibit different scaling behavior for different compute/bandwidth
ratios. The fourth group are benchmarks with kernels of
two different scaling types. These were selected to show
the impact of kernel placement on total runtime/power con-
sumption when kernels have different scaling characteristics.
Some benchmarks, e.g. DeviceMemory, might have kernels
which are of different type than the group they are in (com-
pute instead of memory bound) but are insignificant com-
pared to total runtime which is dominated by other kernels.

6.2 Experiments
We collected power and performance statistics for scenar-

ios, such as host vs. PIM for different DVFS states, for the
15 applications listed in Table 3. Since we collected perfor-
mance counters for each kernel invocation we can get the
power/performance statistics on kernel iteration granularity.
However, we assume that once the kernel is running on the
host/PIM it will remain there for all kernel iterations and
not migrated by host and PIM on a iteration by iteration.
We evaluated the scenarios when targeting maximum per-
formance (minimum execution time), minimum power, and
minimum energy-delay2 (ED2). Figure 7 shows a motiva-
tion behind our approach. Benchmarks with multiple kernels
might prefer to run some kernels on PIMs and others on host
to achieve maximum performance. However, to get mini-
mum power the kernels will always run on PIM devices at
lowest DVFS states (because of the minimum power con-
sumption). For some other goal, such as minimum ED2,
optimal device (host/PIM) and optimal DVFS state might
differ from the case when targeting maximum performance.
We evaluated the optimal allocation scenarios for the target
goal and compared them to cases where all benchmark ker-
nels run on either the host or PIM devices. Additionally,
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Figure 7: miniFE kernels runtime (a) and power consumption (b) for host 600MHz-1000MHz and PIM 400MHz-600MHz

we evaluated the same scenarios under different power con-
straints and show how in such cases optimal allocation shifts
to PIMs which consume significantly less power but are able
to perform well without exceeding the power cap. Results
reported are per benchmark and include only the GPU ker-
nel runs (we don’t include CPU runtime).

7. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

7.1 Target: Maximum Performance
First, we evaluate the maximum achievable performance

for the benchmarks when choosing optimal hardware place-
ments (host vs. PIM) and DVFS state for each benchmark
kernel without power constraints. We define performance
optimal placement as one where the best performance will be
obtained when each kernel of a particular benchmark runs on
hardware (PIM/host) which minimizes its runtime. We com-
pare the execution times of the optimal kernel placements
(labeled OPTIMAL) with cases where all kernels ran either
on host only or PIM only (labeled HOST, PIM). Figure 8
shows the normalized total execution times of the kernels
for different kernel placements.

As expected, compute bound benchmarks run faster on the
host than on PIM due to higher compute power. Also, for all
compute bound beanchmarks except CoMD, performance
optimal placement occurs when all kernels execute on the
host at highest DVFS states. The exception is CoMD, where
2 out of 5 kernels (advance_velocity_soa and advance_position
_soa) prefer running on PIM because of higher bandwidth
requirements. Their contribution to the total execution time
is small compared to other kernels so they only impact the
performance slightly (optimal bar shows less than 5% differ-
ence from host-only bar). kmeans and MatrixTranspose are
purely memory bound and therefore PIM at highest DVFS
state is the performance-optimal choice. In the case of miniFE,
the execution time is dominated by the matvec kernel, which
prefers host over PIM (details in Figure 7), and only the dot-
prod kernel prefers PIM for performance. This results in the
optimal choice being slightly better than the host-only place-
ment (as in the CoMD case). We used the latest version of
miniFE and therefore its scaling characteristics differ from
previous characterization [25](scales better with compute
resources). The updated version of the algorithms use lo-
cal resources (cache, scratchpad) more effectively and hence

performance scales with more CUs (host performs better).
The latest version of DeviceMemory from the SHOC suite
has 10 kernels, where some of them work on local mem-
ory and are thus compute bound, and some work on global
memory and are memory bound. Kernels have mostly simi-
lar execution times and this is why we see performance opti-
mal placement (4 kernels run on host at 1000MHz, 6 kernels
run on PIM at 600MHz) achieving 10%-20% lower execu-
tion times. This shows the importance of offline analysis in
order to optimize application code for such systems. Ma-
trixMultiplication proved to be memory bound for the target
hardware configuration and therefore runs 2x faster on PIMs
indicating the importance of PIMs for matrix multiplication,
which are used extensively in HPC and machine learning
applications.. For cases when PIM is the preferred hard-
ware choice, we get significant performance improvement
over host. This is not necessarily true for the host where
in some cases (lavaMD, MonteCarlo) we get only around
10% performance improvement over PIM. In such cases we
might move the computation to PIM and sacrifice some per-
formance but significantly reduce the power consumption.

7.2 Target: Minimum Power
We further evaluated the case where each kernel runs on

the hardware choice which consumes minimum power. We
call this case power optimal placement and we compared the
power consumption between different placement choices. Fig-
ure 9 compares the power consumption of the power optimal
case with host-only and PIM-only placement without power
constraints. In all cases, the power optimal placement is
where all kernels run on PIM at lowest DVFS states. We can
see that PIMs consume 2x-3x less power than the host. Most
of the power savings come from the low-power design, while
the rest is due to lower DVFS state. This doesn’t come as a
surprise because the PIMs have 3x less leakage power and
also run on frequencies lower than the host. This has a sig-
nificant impact on the PIM usability because we can rely on
PIM to deliver good performance (better than host for mem-
ory intensive apps) for a fraction of the power consumed by
a high-performance host. It implies that power can be saved
just by using a heterogeneous node (high-performance/low-
power) and in addition we can also boost performance by
moving the computation to the 3D-stack. MatrixMultipli-
cation has the highest dynamic power consumption because
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Figure 8: A comparison of execution times when running kernels on hardware with minimum execution times (OPTIMAL)
with host-only and PIM-only execution. For benchmarks like CoMD, miniFE, DeviceMemory (DevMem) and BoxFilter
minimum execution time is achieved when some kernels run on host and some on PIM. Others preffer to run either all kernel
on the host only or PIM only.
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Figure 9: Comparison of total system power consumption when running kernels on hardware with minimum power consump-
tion (OPTIMAL) with host-only and PIM-only runs. We can see that the minimum power is spent when all kernels execute on
PIM.

of the high switching activity and therefore has higher power
consumption than other applications, and still consumes 50%
less power than when executed on host. Since optimizing for
minimum power consumption will harm the performance,
we quantified the performance degradation when compared
to the case where we optimize for performance. Figure 10
compares the performance of power optimal and performance
optimal placement. Compute intensive applications would
suffer a higher slowdown because they would switch from
host to PIM devices which are less compute intensive than
host. Purely compute bound benchmarks such as MaxFlops
and NBody would suffer a 3x performance degradation. Bench-
marks like lavaMD and MonteCarloAsian would suffer a
50% performance loss. Memory intensive benchmarks would
also experience a performance degradation due to lower DVFS
states chosen for minimum power consumption.

7.3 Target: Minimum ED2

We evaluated the energy-delay2 metric because it repre-
sents a tradeoff between energy efficiency and performance,
where even small improvements in the performance are valu-
able at the cost of reasonable reduction in energy efficiency.
Figure 11 compares the ED2 value for ED2 optimal place-

ment with ED2 of host-only and PIM-only placement. We
observe that for highly compute intensive benchmarks like
MaxFlops and NBody host has significantly better ED2 and
is the optimal choice. Other benchmarks have best ED2

when all kernels run on PIM, except CoMD where 2 ker-
nels have best ED2 when running on PIM while others when
running on host. Figure 11 shows how PIM CUs are an op-
timal choice in many cases, even when taking into account
ED2. This proves how addition of PIMs to a heterogeneous
node architecture can yield high throughput and high energy
efficiency and put us on track to the exascale goal. Figure
12 shows the performance degradation when targeting mini-
mum ED2. If we optimize for ED2 we will experience min-
imum performance degradation. In many cases, including
when the application is somewhat compute bound, the pro-
cessing would move to PIM: power would be significantly
reduced, at the expense of small performance loss. Again,
exceptions are highly compute intensive applications like
b+tree, MaxFlops, and NBody. In the case of b+tree we can
see a 50% performance degradation because it is running on
PIM, while MaxFlops and NBody don’t show performance
penalties because performance optimal choice is equal to the
ED2 optimal one.
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Figure 11: ED2 comparison when trying to optimize for minimum ED2. Very high compute intensive applications achieve
minimum ED2 while running on host. This means that host will be more energy efficient for such applications than PIM
regardless of the higher power consumption.

7.4 Maximum Performance under Power Con-
straints

Without power constraints, host can deliver higher per-
formance for applications that are very compute intensive.
The question is will this remain true when the power be-
comes scarce and at which point PIM will deliver better per-
formance than host? To answer this question and confirm
that PIMs are in some cases indeed a better choice, even
when host is running at a lower DVFS state, we evaluated
what is maximum performance we can get from a bench-
mark when each of the kernels consumes less power than a
certain constraint. Again, there will be a performance opti-
mal choice, and this will change depending on the available
power cap. In some cases the host might deliver better per-
formance than PIM, but will exceed the power cap and there-
fore the kernel will deliver better performance when running
on PIM. Figure 13 compares the maximum performance un-
der different power caps for 6 benchmarks. We show only
this subset because other benchmarks show similar behav-
ior. We can see that the host always consumes at least 100W
(at the lowest DVFS state). PIM can on the other hand de-
liver good performance even under tight power budgets due
to their low power consumption. In cases of memory bound
benchmarks like XSBench, PIM always delivers higher per-
formance due to higher memory bandwidth. An interesting

case is lavaMD where the PIM outperforms the host at some
intermediate DVFS state. This happens because the applica-
tion can compensate the performance difference arising from
lower DVFS state by exploiting higher memory bandwidth.

8. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

8.1 Related Work
Zhang et. al. [13] proposed a PIM architecture based on

GPGPUs and evaluated the performance and power benefits
of such systems for a large set of OpenCL kernels. How-
ever, this work only considered a single operating point each
for the host and PIM devices, and evaluated host and PIM
execution in isolation. While our baseline hardware organi-
zation closely mirrors this work, we extend it to include the
characterization of the impact of DVFS and co-optimization
of both host and PIM. In addition, we created detailed power
models which can capture the differences between host and
PIM and evaluate the system on application level and not just
kernel level. Our findings strengthen the hypothesis of PIMs
being a useful heterogeneous platform and show the impor-
tance of DVFS and offline evaluation frameworks as a mean
to maximize performance and energy efficiency in systems
with stringent power constraints.

Schulte et. al. [26] investigated the effect of varying en-
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Figure 13: Maximum Performance under Power Constraint

gine frequency/voltage, memory bandwidth and number of
compute units on GPU performance and power for a series
of OpenCL applications. The authors explored DVFS for
standalone GPUs. We perform similar analysis, but con-
sider the presence and co-optimization of heterogeneous ex-
ecution engines (i.e., high-performance host and low-power
PIM).

Lukefahr et.al. [27] studied the effectiveness of hetero-
geneous microarchitectures, DVFS, and the implications of
scheduling, in low power ARM big.LITTLE microarchitec-
tures. They showed that in such systems DVFS doesn’t pro-
vide significant additional energy efficiency over heterogene-
ity when applied at a smaller time granularity but boosts en-
ergy efficiency at a larger time granularity. Unlike that re-
search, we focus on the evaluation of DVFS in GPU-based
systems with PIM, which differ significantly from big.LITTLE
architectures and are aimed towards HPC computing. We
also try to find the maximum performance/energy efficiency

under tight power constraints while taking into account vari-
ations in performance and power characteristics that arise
from the differences in process technology and not just from
architectural differences.

Scrbak et. al. [15] explored a variety of design choices in
ARM-based PIM systems, including frequency/voltage and
their effect on the overall energy efficiency of the system.
The research remained focused on ARM-based PIM archi-
tectures and doesn’t explore GPUs as an alternative. That
work omits host/PIM comparisons and focuses only on the
architecture design choices for the PIMs based on a series of
parameters sweeps for cache, frequency, voltage and number
of PIM cores.

9. CONCLUSION
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